Scratch-Off Options

1", 1.25", or 1.5" Circles

1" Circle

Live Area for Scratch OFF(s): 3.4975" x 4"
(must be within .5" from all trim edges, and Mailing Panel)
Scratch Off needs to fall within shaded area

- 1.25" Circle (Outside Safe Zone)
- 1" Circle (Scratch Off)
- .75" Circle (Inside Safe Zone)

Vertical Alignment

1" Circle - 2 Scratch Offs example
Aligned vertically with minimum safe, distance between scratch offs.

8.375" x 5" Basic Scratch Off
Trim Size: 8.375" x 5"
Size w/Bleed: 8.625" x 5.25"
Type Safety: 7.875" x 4.5"

SCRATCH OFF SIZE OPTIONS
1", 1.25", 1.5" Circles (Gold 1" only)

- Side 2 (Mailing Side) only
- Placed at least 1/2" from trim/Left edge of Mailing Panel
- 1/8" safety inside the scratch off, 1/8" safety outside safety from scratch off to static art
- Silver is standard (3 Sizes)
- Gold option available on 1" circle only
- 2 Scratch Offs are allowed but the must be 1" size and .25"
apart from each other (Gold or Silver)